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About This Game

Micron is a unique fusion of puzzle and rhythm gameplay. Place pieces on the board to deflect bullets of energy that fire to the
beat. Guide the bullets to the exit through 51 challenging levels — and 12 bonus levels — featuring a variety of distinctive

soundscapes. Your solutions create the music.

Award-Winning Design

Micron began as a game created for Kongregate's 'Project Eden: Experience the Music' game contest, in which it won 2nd
place. The judges included Tetsuya Mizuguchi, creator of REZ and LUMINES, and representatives from Ubisoft, Gamespot,

and Kongregate.

“Classic visual like the Famicon but experiencing the process of sound effects evolving into the music felt really good. The harder
the game, the more exciting the music gets — this was blended perfectly.” — Tetsuya Mizuguchi

Key Features

Test your puzzle-solving skills with 63 levels

Experience 7 level themes each with unique music and sounds

Play levels created by the community on the Steam Workshop
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Create your own levels with the included level editor (Windows only)

Control the game with a mouse, keyboard, or controller — also works on touchscreens

Supports controller vibration for the Xbox 360 controller (Windows only)
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Title: Micron
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Apparition Games
Publisher:
Apparition Games
Release Date: 23 Jul, 2014
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Decent simulator. It lacks the depth of other games in the genre, but the gameplay in this title is straightforward and never feels
clunky or unfair.
If you like the "tycoon" genre, this is a good, simple, variant.. I try to see the good points to every game I play but this DLC is
pretty bad I like the main game despite the facepalm moments but this DLC is:
-You get the girls from the main game cut the parts you like most glue all and you get some kind of frankenstein
-When you have the frankenstein put her in some occidental clothes despite being some kind of new age Edo
-Then leave the frankenstein in a photograpy studio and make her stay in diferents places
despite all of this the Idea was good I prefert If this character have some implication in the main game but sorry I can't
recomend not this time. Cool retro sounds and visuals, horrible controls, awful handling. You'll be in the walls the whole time.
Not sure how a developer could have played this and felt it was acceptable to release.. This is a great little game. There isn't too
much content, but it should keep you busy for a few hours at least. It was surprisingly very funny, and I laughed out loud on
numerous occasions. If you want something a little different from what you have been playing a lot, this game foots the bill. I
would buy it again!. Harmonium is a cute little game.
It's nothing too fancy, but it was still quite enjoyable. However, I do not now about replayability yet. This review was written
after my first playthrough.

You are a lost soul that gets picked up by 'the Bard' of Harmonium Point and the way these type of games always go, said Bard
soon leaves your side and announces you their heir. With the new title of Bard, you are now supposed to take over the
Guildhouse and basically turn into something akin to a mayor to Harmonium Point, handling different tasks and moving out to
befriend neighbouring villages. You can get to know your villagers through events, earn their trust to learn about their
backstories and gather them in your backyard to improve their stats that will help you during all kinds of different events, either
random, for the village or befriending your neighbours. To further push your abilities, you can repair and restore the
Guildhouse, upgrade it, to either earn bonuses or raise your upkeep to push said bonuses even further.

While the different events are nicely written, there are still a lot of mistakes hidden in them (either being grammatical errors,
random gender mistakes or characters turning into generic-elfblabla). The graphics are a bit meh, reminding me of Habbo Hotel
and the character's images not always go along with the discriptions given by the text ( the bard for example being described as
an old man with beard, when his image looks like a young man with a cleanly shaven face and..blind?). A thing, that I found a
bit sad is that once you fullfilled your maingoal (finding the bard's whereabouts), the game ends. You are unable to further work
on the guildhouse or maybe have some cute after-main-story events with the characters of your village and those new friends
you made in the other villages. Aside from that you don't actually build any proper relationships with the characters surrounding
you, which sometimes makes you feel like the game lacks some depth, since your character is not really given any proper
personality either, so you feel like a ghost floating around town, chiming in with different events whenever needed. The music
of the game can be pretty annoying at times too, since whenever you visit another village you are being stuck with that music
until you cue another event that includes a new music track.

Therefor the game is a nice little experience, but lacks the trait of captureing the player enough to maybe give this game a few
more tries to do things differently than just doing only one playthrough of it. I do recommend it for a boring afternoon, however
if you're looking for a game that entertains you a bit longer than that, you should probably look elsewhere..

. If you like montages to chip tunes BOY do I have the movie for you.

Far too much of this "movie" is just padding. Lots of shots following people around walking to funky music. Not enough
SEEING the games and SEEING the development.

It's so bad that you don't see all of the games...in a movie about making 12 different unique games.

And don't let the title fool you, only 30 minutes is dedicated to the jam itself, then its 30 minutes of presenting the two winners
to some big name companies, which just isn't waht I was expecting.

Also for how much they are charging the movie isn't even an hour long, and if you cut out all the bit-tune montages it'd be closer
to 30 minutes.
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Again I love the idea and certain parts of the movie were really interesting and fun to see. But so much time is wasted on
looking at big houses or shiny looking events than the actual development of the game. If that's your thing then enjoy but for
anyone wanting to watch a close hour long film about the JAM itself and the stress\/drama it causes and how teams work so well
in such a small amount of time. This just isn't for you. Disappointed.. This is one of the best (and not just best "10\/10 IGN')
games of my life and also one of the most important. I love it just as I love the 40k universe. When I first played it (and I was a
young kid) my brain just exploded with awesomness. The stroryline, the gameplay, the races! Everything is so great in this
game! Back in those days there was nothing better than crushing the enemies of the Emperor under the boots of the mighty
Space Marines!

To be honest - there is no other game that is so close to me - I was growing up with it and now I'm am a great fan of this
universe.

Get it, play it and enjoy it. If not - burn you heretical scum!. It's not unplayable but it is hot garbage. Some of the assets are nice
but everything else is atrocious. Movement is the hardest and most frustrating part of the game as it requires you to aim in a very
specifc way that changes depending on terrain around you. You can't really lose the game as you pick up a infinite ammo, no-
animation minigun with a million round per minute fire rate and everything you kill heals you. The same handful of enemies
come at you ad nauseum while you struggle to traverse the terrain and blow up a few flying saucers to "win."

This is a travesty wearing the skin and potential of a much better game.

. Captivating. An interesting look on professional gaming (Dota 2).. This loco has to be one of DTG best made DLC's ever! It
sounds accurate and operates as it should. Really worth the full price as there's no complaints.

One bug, the second tone of the horn can be mute sometimes I load this loco.
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Great mixture of turned based and realtime puzzles!
Fantastic art style.

Highly recommend!. Well, it sounds good, it looks quite nice but the setup for ANY steering device makes me wanna burn
down everything! I spend over 1h trying to setup my GT Drivingforce without any success and after almost the same time trying
to find a setup which lets me keep the f-ing truck in the lane with my 360 pad I give it up!

The rest looks still nice, I love certain features but for f's sake... rework the steering!. this one is for true GAMERS only. In
China,people can find this ost on the internet easily and many people do that.They get it for free.However,have you ever think
of the possibility of they never know about steam or the other way to buy it?For me,I think the game is excellent.(I had played
the Narcissu 1,2 and 3 from the internet long before I bought this on steam.)So,when I first found it on steam,I decided to pay
for it.I mean,it really worth the price and I'd like to see the Narcissu 3 to be put on steam(especially in Chinese).At that time,I'd
like to share it with my friends.. I have just about 13.5 hours playing the Germans in the game . I tried to read the manual and it
is in other then English but did Goggle some of it and ,was surprised at the historical accuracy that went into this game .
First I paid 5. bucks US for this so @ 14 hours I got my moneys worth in play time the reading of deatils was English was very
good . the maps surperb as well. Since I did not know what I was doing with know manual to speak of I played the first few
battles of the campiagn on easy . they were evry easy to beat if you have played any military type games before . stratagy wise .
Next I went to normal play and this was a bit more differcult . I really enjoyed the setting a lot better . as the Russians took the
field wanting to kick some German butt on this setting ....
the graphics are good for the game . I am playing this on a older laptop so there was a bit of mouse drag but on a faster machine
this would not happen .
Durring one mission I thought there was a bug and it froze up not ending the mission but I did not see a unit I needed to take
care of . Durring this time I wanted to see if my Stuka would blow up a bridge I was using to cross the river . Big boom and it
was gone . I took out the unit a few minutes later the mission was over \/.. Nothing was said about me blowing up my own bridge
..
Howerver a few missions later that bridge appeared and was blown up I needed it to escape a Russian counter attack \/ cross it
and hold the other side ... I had to go back replay the mission i blew up the bridge on and not blow it up this time ...
What I am getting at for 5 bucks this game has the same AI feeling of some of those new 80 dollar RPG games that what you do
early reflects later on . was this a pleasent surprise ....
For the money you cannot go wrong if you want a game that you can play a hour or so save it come back later the next day or
when in the mood .
I am going to be looking at more from these guys in the future for sure ..
Buy it I would pay up to 10.00 if your into these games heavey if your not sure about the game style pay 5.00 on sale and you
still will be real happy . if not so what it is less then the price of a 6 pack of beer . and lot healtier
Crazy Bear Flutes. While I was looking forward for this route, I am quite disappointed after I ran my first scenario.

+ High Visual Standards:
  As usual, the route and used assets look quite good.

- Signalling errors:
  1.) I encountered a single flashing green signal, which in Germany together with a speed table shows an upcoming speed limit.
In this case it was flashing green, but without any further indication. Not existent in Germany, so I was quite confused how to
interpret it.
  2.) No speed limit warnings

- Train Brakes
  3.) Way to weak brakes. It is close to impossible to get this train to a standstill as it's supposed to be.

All in all I found several severe issues with the details of this route. While it does look good, those problems make this route and
train seem unfinished and rushed. As an owner of Hamburg-Luebeck I got a discount of 40%. With some fixes it might become
better, but for now I've requested a refund.

No recommondation at this time.
. Well, can't say it'll be as helpful as it is entertaining. Here's the game in all it's glory. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dvFJWjUlFrs. The first few hours are actually awful. The game does not tell you that it is
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the tutorial and that you should rush the Main story to unlock the world. It actually feels laggy and poorly made.
But then, you finish that initial 2 areas and the world becomes incredible. The story was actually really good and the combat
feels better and better. And that ending, damn!. I had a good time playing this with a friend despite it not looking very visually
appealing.
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